
LOVE, SOUL, FEAR - Part 2 
 

 Question: Some souls, after the death of physical bodies, remain trapped in those 

energy tunnels and can't find a way out into the light, right?  

 Answer: No. The soul can find the way, but does not want to leave. It is again the free 

decision of the soul. These roads work in both directions. Just as the soul can go through it and 

incarnate through it, it can also return home. When it will be, it is up to the soul and its free 

decision. 

 Most of the souls stay here mainly because of closed and unprocessed emotions, and they 

don't want to go home until they work it out. The emotions that soul experiences on  Earth as human 

beings cannot be experienced anywhere else in the Universe. Some emotions act as a shock to these 

souls. Just as some situations may cause shock to human beings, so do some emotions cause shock 

to your soul. Then it can happen that this emotion is so hard to digest for that soul, or caused such a 

shock that it tied it up, the soul is afraid to return home. Then the soul cannot use the path through 

the energy channel to return home. Sometimes this grasp is so big and deep that soul can not even 

see and find the way home. The soul then often seeks help from you human beings, not realizing 

that you do not perceive its requests and calls for help precisely because your energies and 

vibrations are different from those of your souls. There is always help given to these souls, and it is 

only up to those souls to decide whether or not to accept that help, and it is up to the souls when 

they accept the help. These souls are offered help repeatedly, but their free will is absolutely 

respected. If for whatever reason, the soul does not want to go back, its decision is respected and it 

is allowed to remain on Mother Earth until it decides itself and asks for help and returns. These 

souls then ask for help from other human beings, and therefore I have given many human beings a 

gift that they can perceive those souls who have remained here and have not returned home.  

 I always respect the free decision of all souls, and therefore I always try to find a solution so 

that I can always hear and fulfil every free decision of any of my children. Most souls leave home 

after the death of the physical body. Few souls remain here.  
 

 Question: After the death of the physical body, do souls go to different levels? Are these 

levels divided according to the maturity of the soul, its knowledge, the processing of life?  

 Answer: It is according to the level of maturity of the soul, and also to the degree of pain, 

injury, misunderstanding, according to the Law of Free Will, and according – functioning of law of 

free will - to what extent they were able to learn to take responsibility for their actions, which is 

closely linked with laws of cause and effect. Therefore, there are several stages, levels of healing, 

where these souls come, because it depends on the extent of the pain they carry from the 

incarnation. It is the level of the pain with which they are leaving the Life that determines how 

much Love they need to receive to heal their pain.  
 

 Question: Who is the healer? 

 Answer: It is performed by the energy of all-embracing Love. It is done by Love itself. This 

Love is given to that soul by all souls and by MYSELF. This is what you are learning down here in 

the process of your Lives as human beings.  

 You are learning an all-embracing unconditional Love. When the soul returns home through 

these energy channels, it is encompassed, clothed, embraced, filled with this energy of 

unconditional and all-embracing Love, in which all its pains dissolve and through which it receives 

unconditional forgiveness from all souls simultaneously and at the same time. I don't know if you 

can imagine this. It's like you're all human beings that live on Mother Earth at the same time and at 



once embrace each other with unconditional Love and in this Love, you forgive all the pain that, for 

example, Hitler or Napoleon caused you. 

 Do you understand what I want to say? This Forgiveness is unconditional and limitless and 

comes absolutely from all beings at once in a single moment. It is this energy of Love through this 

Forgiveness that will heal all the pain of that soul. And now it depends on the free will of that soul, 

on its free decision, how deep it will accept this Forgiveness. If it does not receive it all at once, 

then Love and Forgiveness comes again from all these beings and souls, and from me. Again, the 

energy of Love and Forgiveness comes to this soul, until it freely and I emphasize FREELY decides 

to accept this energy of Love and gives it all its pain. It is exactly the same as YOU, human beings 

heal, cure and pass on the pain you store in your hearts. And this is because of the Law Both up and 

down, both in large and small and both inside and out. Just as YOU heal and cure your pain, your 

souls also heal and cure them. Precisely because unconditional Love is at the soul level, souls who 

have come home can heal and cure their pain. YOU, at the level of human beings, are learning to 

understand unconditional Love, and yet you cannot forgive in unconditional Love. Therefore, as 

human beings, you cannot heal your pain and injuries yet. And that's because your Love is 

conditional and that's the difference. The soul who has returned home and its pain has recovered 

with the help of other souls and me, with the energy of unconditional Love, then this soul also 

desires to heal its pain as a human being and therefore incarnates again in the physical body as a 

human being. It will bring the memory of this pain, of this energy, of this emotion on the earth at 

the subconscious levels of subtle bodies, as part of its entire being, which is not just that particular 

physical body in that one incarnation. Part of the whole being, are also subtle bodies in which the 

memories are brought on earth. This is because the Law of Conservation of Energy applies in the 

Universe. Therefore, all the energies that we create, regardless of whether you create them as souls 

or human beings, are still part of you. Therefore, the energy of Love is always your part, part of 

every human being. Because this energy of Love is an invisible, integral and inseparable part of 

your soul.  

 Question: Do we have to transfer those emotions of pain that are already 

unconditionally forgiven again in physical bodies in further incarnations?  

 Answer: You don't have to. That energy is part of you, but at the soul level, since everything 

has been forgiven, dissolved in Love, you feel no pain from that energy. It is your free decision, 

your desire to experience and process this emotion. I explained to you at the beginning that in 

physical bodies you can experience, feel, see many emotions that in subtle bodies cannot be 

experienced, tried out, touched, and smelled.  

 You desire it as much as a small child longs for a cherry that is high in a tree and he can't 

reach it. Therefore, when his mother or father comes to him, he lifts him high enough to pick it and 

enjoy it. With love they allow their child to experience it.  Child will pick it, smell it and put it in 

mouth, enjoy it and eat it all.  

 Do you understand? It's a gift I gave you. It is your desire. I'm not commanding you 

anything. It is your desire, my beloved children. I gave you the means. I lifted you up so that you 

could pick that cherry, smell it, put it in your mouth, enjoy it and eat it, and it's up to you whether 

this cherry brings you sweetness or bitterness. 

 Do you understand? You don't need anything. Neither at the level of souls nor at the level of 

human beings, because I respect, utterly respect free will, your free will, and as long as you desire 

something, and it is your free decision, I will do everything I can to find ways and solutions so your 

desires can live. YOU ARE always free to decide.  



 Therefore, after returning home, the soul does not always decide to incarnate again as a 

human being and will remain home forever.  Soul will try other forms of being, but it no longer 

incarnates as a human being. And then there are souls who only experience this way of life and 

being in physical bodies as human beings, one after another because they have freely decided so.  
 

      Question : Do souls make a plan before their incarnation, what do they want to live in life? 

  Answer: Yes, but remember that when you come as a human being and bring in what you 

have created in previous Lives, it is again free will and only YOU yourself as a human being you 

decide what you return to and what you don't. The human being has free will, and in that particular 

Life, as a human being, you can decide in a different way than you decided before you were born. 

Also, you do not have to fulfil the plan and resolutions that you planned for that particular life 

before your incarnation. Everything is about the free decision and free will of the human being. 
 

 Question: If I don't do what my soul has planned in my life, what happens then?  And 

what happens when I could not cope with something or did it differently?  

 Answer: All those energies remain with you, they are part of you, and when you return 

home, you create a new plan again. You create these plans together as souls or just yourself or in 

partnerships, in the families of souls, in the communities of souls of which you are part. It is at the 

level of souls and at the level of human beings. At the soul level, you are able to perceive 

unconditional Love and Forgiveness and at the level of human beings. you are only learning to see 

this unconditional Love. Precisely because at the level of human beings you do not yet perceive 

unconditional Love and unconditional Forgiveness, many times you will not be able to realize your 

soul's plan as you set it before your birth. The conditions you impose on yourself and on others as 

human beings are very restrictive and hurtful in Life of Human Beings. It is through these 

conditions and restrictions that you create many expectations, failures, unforgiveness, pain, and, 

consequently, feelings of guilt towards yourself and other human beings. It is these energies that 

will not allow you to fulfil your soul's plan. 

 Souls do not have sense of time perspective therefore they do not consider the failure of plan 

fulfilment as a tragedy, as we human beings do. For your souls, time is still HERE and NOW, and 

when you are in that particular incarnation and have failed to fulfil the plan you set before your 

birth, nothing has happened from the soul's point of view, because it will be planned for the next 

incarnation. It does not create a feeling of pain, failure or guilt. This is the difference between how 

time works on the soul and on the human being level.  

 That energy, whether emotion is still part of you, and it is only up to you to decide whether it 

is sufficient for you to be healed by unconditional Love at the soul level, or if you desire to heal this 

energy from that emotion also as a human being. It is up to you and your Free decision of your soul 

to heal the energy of emotion that was already healed by unconditional Love at the soul level, also 

at a  level of human beings. 
  

 Question: The soul has several personalities ranging from 25 up to 50, and every while 

some of them predominates, and we act accordingly. I do not understand this and please 

explain this to me.  

 Answer: Every human being in the physical body has a certain way of perceiving and 

understanding the context. When you incarnate as a human being, you bring into the physical body 

all the energies of unprocessed emotions that you have created in your previous lives. In each of 

your past lives, you lived like other human being, and so from the perspective of this particular 

contemporary incarnation, there are other personalities, other human beings coming from past 

incarnations. All these energies affect you in a certain way in different situations and moments in 



your life. When you experience in this particular Life, HERE and NOW similar situations that you 

experienced as those personalities from past lives, those energies affect you in these situations. 

These energies are part of you because they are part of your soul. 

 It is not that the personalities alternate within you as if you were moving on a merry-go-

round, exchanging individual carousel figures. When a situation occurs similar to a situation in past 

life, at that moment, in that situation, that personality and his attitude influence you - through the 

perception of the situation, through emotions and decisions. This affects your attitude.   

 They do not change regularly, there is no key or rule, but these personalities alternate and 

influence you according to the situation you are experiencing and which are part of the life of that 

particular incarnation. Sometimes it happens that you ask other souls that are part of your family to 

give you part of their energy, to become part of you, and that happens only by mutual agreement 

between you both and Me, so the soul's energy could stay as long as needed on earth. But there is 

only one incarnation of that soul. However, its energy can influence other human beings through 

their behaviour. Those human beings can emit this energy to other human beings and thus this 

energy will keep on spreading. This is also done only based on the free decision of all souls. 

Through their behaviour towards other human beings, they then emit this energy, yet they are their 

own incarnation.  
 

 Question: What is the difference between Consciousness and Soul?  

 Answer: The soul knows everything. Consciousness is a much, much narrower instrument 

and concept as the soul. Human consciousness is very closely connected and intertwined with 

human logic. Therefore, consciousness cannot contain the knowledge that your soul has. This is 

because human logic gives you boundaries and limitations by subconsciousness. Therefore, you can 

perceive something on a conscious and something on subconscious level.  

 All what is subconscious is the knowledge that your soul transmits through 

your feelings.  

And what you perceive consciously is what your logic allows you to know.  

 The more you connect and intertwine with your soul, the smaller and less restrictive the 

boundaries of your logic will be, and the more your Consciousness expands, increases, and connects 

with your subconsciousness. This is how it works.  

 When you can completely vanish and dissolve in Love, unconditional Love, all the 

limitations of your logic and your consciousness merge with the subconscious, and thus completely 

connects with the soul. Then your soul will show you and reveal all the memories, knowledge, truth 

and wisdom it holds within.  

 And that is what you are learning now.  

 That's why I told you you don't have to go anywhere, everything is in you, everything is 

your part.  


